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Excavations have demonstrated that the temporal position of the Pover-
ty Point Complex lies somewhere between the Archaic and the ceramic hori-
zons of the Tchefuncte Period, or from approximately 2000 B. C. until 400
B. C. The type site, though non-typical in itself, is Poverty Point in West
Carroll Parish, Louisiana. It is characterized by massive earthwork and
mound construction which may represent the earliest of such structures in
North America.

In most respects the site looks very Archaic (Ford and Webb 1956:129).
It is typically ceramic, though minor frequencies of sherds have been found
in recent years. Large massive projectile points, mainly made of exotic
cherts, are common. A lapidary industry exploiting imported raw materials,
as well as some local stone, is well developed at the site. Other character-
istics include steatite vessels, hematite plummets, bar gorgets, and rough
greenstone celts. Perhaps the most common artifact is the Poverty Point clay
object (Fig. 1). The use of this object has been attributed to an earthoven
cooking technology and is the basis of this paper.

The smaller sites are usually far less spectacular than the larger sites.
Sometimes the only trait these sites share with the larger ones are clay ob-
jects (Webb 1968:303). Therefore it seems venturesome to say that all sites
within the complex represent only one cultural unit. However, similar projec-
tile points, plummets, and microflints sometimes occur in moderate numbers.
Jasper beads, steatite vessel fragments, and gorgets may be represented by
only a single example.

Hunting and gathering have been modeled for the subsistence base of the
Poverty Point Complex. Agriculture has alternatively been hypothesized, be-
cause it is thought that hunting and gathering could not have supported the size
population once present at Poverty Point (Ford and Webb 1956:129).

Perhaps the Poverty Point Period represents only a drastic change in
social structure over the previous egalitarianism of the Archaic. Surely more
social control is involved in mound construction, maintance of population, and
establishing trade relations than in the Archaic (Ford and Webb 1956:129). Yet,
the artifacts themselves remained essentially similar to those of the earlier
period.
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Early Archaeological Descriptions

Artifacts popularly called Poverty Point clay objects (Fig. 1) were first
described by Clarence B. Moore. His first description was of a single bicon-
ical plain object from surface collections at the Hopeka Plantation in Cata-
houla Parish, Louisiana (Moore 1913:43). Similarly, Moore lists three un-
identified clay objects from the mound at the Insley Place, Franklin Parish

(Moore 1913:60).

At the Schwing Place in Iberville Parish, Moore's excavations in a
mound unearthed a deposit of clay objects below a group of burials (Moore
1913:15). However, there seems to be no clear association between these ob-
jects and the burials. This cluster contained thirty-two biconical forms, both
of the plain and grooved varieties, plus additional fragments (Moore 1913:16).

Carbon on the exteriors of several of these suggested that they were associ-
ated with a fire pit (Moore 1913:16).

Moore also described a pit which contained about twenty-five objects,
apparently tetrahedrons, from a mound at the Montgomery Place in Madison
Parish (Moore 1913:58). His fourth description was of an abundant sample of
clay balls from the Poverty Point Plantation (Moore 1913:P1. 2).

Early Interpretations

Moore 1913:73) attributed the use of these objects to a daily, rather than
a ceremonial activity, because of the negative correlation between the occur-
rence of the objects and burials. He seems to have favored the idea that they
had been utilized as pot supports during cooking, because several of the objects
had carbon on their exteriors. Furthermore, Moore compares a deposit of
cylindrical objects from the Rose Mound in Arkansas to ". . .earthenware ob-
jects such as were used by the aborigines in some regions as supports for

vessels while cooking was in progress (Moore in 1913:73). " However, no
reference is cited. The obvious flaw in Moore's hypothesis was that there was
no direct association between these objects and ceramics (Ford, Phillips, and
Haag 1955:56). In most cases, the presence of ceramics at each site was not
mentioned.

Charles C. Willoughby, in correspondence with Clarence Moore, re-
lated that the biconical forms were almost identical to those that Edward Pal-

mer obtained in southern Utah. The Piute Indians had used these as gaming
stones (Moore 1913:73). He also suggested that they may have been utilized

as "sling stones" analogous to the "well-wrought sling stone of Polynesia
(Moore 1913:74). "

Present criticism against using ethnographic analogy in archaeological
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interpretation would deny the relevance of these analogies as explanation. The

lack of direct historical association between the fossil society and the culture

posing the analog, as well as varying adaptive strategies in dissimilar environ-

ments weakens such explanations (Binford 1971:275 and Ascher 1971:264-65).

Caution should also be displayed in assigning the same function because of

similar morphology. However, these early attempts at interpretation should

not be harshly criticized because of the shifts in archaeological thought in re-

cent years.

Later Archaeological Descriptions

Sporadic accounts of these fired clay objects have subsequently been

made for most of the Lower Mississippi Valley (Ford, Phillips, and Haag

1955:47-50). In 1955 and 1956 descriptions of a large number of these arti-

facts from the Jaketown Site (Ford, Phillips, and Haag 1955:39-49) and the

Poverty Point Site (Ford and Webb 1956:39-44) were published. Webb com-

pleted the descriptions while demonstrating the total range of variability in

this class of artifacts (Webb, Ford, and Gagliano unpublished manuscript:

1-2).

More recently these clay objects have been found in respectable quan-

tities in West Florida (Fairbanks 1959, Bunn 1974) and individually at Tick

Island on the St. Johns River and the Canton Street site in St. Petersburg

(Editor) .

Artifact Morphology

The forms of these artifacts vary widely (Fig. 1), though the most fre-

quently occurring may be placed into six categories (Webb, Ford, and Gag-

liano unpublished manuscript:l). These include cylindrical grooved, biconical

plain, biconical grooved, cross grooved, melon-shaped, and melon-shaped

with end grooves (Webb, Ford, and Gagliano unpublished manuscript:l-2).

Most of these objects are small enough to fit within the palm of the hand. Usu-

ally there is no intentional tempering although bone fragments are represented

in some contexts (Hunter 1972:in press). The objects are composed of baked

clay, most of which seem to have been fired in oxidizing conditions which re-

sulted in colors ranging from tan to burnt orange.

The Archaeological Context

Excavations at Jaketown and Poverty Point yielded these artifacts in two

contexts. Mainly the objects were randomly scattered throughout the midden

with other cultural debris. Three pits containing numerous clay objects, ashes,

and charcoal were also uncovered. One of these concentrations contained no

clay objects, but was surrounded by their fragments (Ford, Phillips, and Haag
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1955:37). Subsequent excavations have increased the total of such pits to at

least eleven. Six are from Poverty Point; three from Terrall Lewis; one from

Jaketown (Webb, Ford, and Gagliano unpublished manuscript:68-70); and one

from Shoe Bayou (Hunter 1972:in press). Others have been described from

the Linsley Site (Gagliano and Saucier 1963:325), the Claiborne Site, and Teoc

Creek, though their numbers have not been published (Webb, Ford, and Gag-

liano unpublished manuscript:71).

Recent Hypotheses

Ford, Phillips, and Haag (1955:56) similarly rejected the analogues to

the "sling Stone" and the "gaming stone. " They accepted Moore' s conclusion

that these artifacts were associated with daily activities because of the vast

quantities of them occurring in the middens of these sites. Their association

with ashes and charcoal in pits led them also to resort to ethnographic analogy

to interpret the archaeological data.

Their interpretation seemed analogous to Bereridge's description of

Australian aboriginal earthovens:

"As soon as the hunters have seated themselves comfort-

ably, they set to work skinning the opossums, whilst sev-

eral of the lyoores (women) go off with their yamsticks.

When they reach the spot which they had before selected for

the purpose, they begin with a will to excavate a hole three

feet in diameter and eighteen inches deep. During the digging

of the hole, any pieces of clay of about the size of cricket

balls which are turned out are carefully placed on one side.

When the hole has been dug sufficiently deep, it is swept or

brushed out with some boughs, or a bunch of grass; it is then

filled to the top with firewood (which the lyoores had previously

collected for that purpose), upon which the selected pieces of

clay are carefully placed. The wood is then ignited, and by the

time it is all burned the clay nodules have become baked, until

they are exactly similar to irregular sections of well-burnt

brick; of course, they are red hot. When this result has been

properly achieved, the hot clay is removed from the hole; for this

purpose they use two pieces of stick, about eight inches long,

holding them both in one hand, and working them deftly, even

as a cook-maid uses a pair of tongs....

"After the hot clay is removed from the hole, the ashes are

carefully swept out, and a thin layer of grass slightly moistened,

placed over the bottom, and round the sides, upon which the pre-

pared opossums are nicely packed, and then covered over with
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more damp grass. The hot clay nodules are then spread
equally over the top of the grass, when the whole oven is
then closed with the finer earth which originally came out
of the excavation. Should this covering be too thin to keep
the steam from escaping, it is supplemented by earth, dug
in immediate proximity (this supplement soil accounts fully
for the depressions always found about the bases of the ovens).
Ashes are never employed for the outside covering, because,
being fine, they would percolate through the interlining both
of the grass and clay nodules, thereby adding an amount of
grit which would not improve the flavour or appearance of
the food. Before the heat in the clay nodules, and the bottom
of the hole has become exhausted, the opossums are beautifully
cooked, as perfectly so indeed as though the operation had been
performed in the most improved kitchen range extant .... "
(Beveridge 1889:32-34 in Ford, Phillips, and Haag 1955:56-57).

Ford and Webb' s excavations at Poverty Point uncovered two pits con-
taining these objects:

"Work at Poverty Point removed any doubt as to the use of
these baked clay balls. Several examples of the discovery
of the clay balls in place in fire pits are cited above. One
of the best examples of such a cooking pit was discovered in
the wall of a freshly cut gulley near the bank of Bayou MaSon
between Riges 1 and 2 in the North Sector.

"Erosion and disturbance had destroyed about half of the pit,
which was clearly defined only in its lower portion. It had
been dug as a basin-shaped depression which measured 21
inches in the diameter preserved; the other dimension seems
to have been slightly more, so that the pit was oval. The bot-
tom was 31 inches below the present surface, but it was im-
possible to determine the original surface from which the pit
was dug. If some scattered bits of burned clay 12 to 14 inches
below the modern surface mark that level, then the pit would
have been 17 to 19 inches deep. Although the soil within the pit
was darker than the surrounding soil, there was no appreciable
amount of charcoal. What is of interest in the quantity and na-
ture of the fired clay balls ...

"A significant feature of the contents of this pit is the high
proportion of rough amorphous lumps of clay removed when
the pit was dug and were put to use precisely as in the ex-
ample of Australian cooking methods quoted in the Jaketown
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report. A further parallel with the Australian methods is

suggested by two features; one is the lack of ash and char-

coal in the pit; the second is that between some of the clay

objects and the sides of the pit there were fragments of

charred leaves as it was prepared for the baking" (Ford

and Webb 1956:36).

A second such feature was:

". . .found in the ground surface beneath the ash bed in the

North 10-20 trench. This was near West 89 (Fig. 11). The pit

was round, 1. 9 feet in diameter and 0. 8 foot deep. It was filled

with powdery ash, intermingled with which were 32 baked clay

balls of recognizable form as well as numerous fragments. A

quantity of charcoal was saved from this pit" (Ford and Webb

1956:36).

Ford's interpretations implied a direct parallel to the Australian analogy.

However, subsequent excavations throughout the Lower Valley demonstrated

that Ford's "best example" was the exception rather than the rule. Most of

the pits differed widely from Ford's in one respect; they contained sizeable

amounts of charcoal and ash (Webb, Ford, and Gagliano unpublished Manus-

cript:68-71). This would suggest that the earthoven model could be restruc-

tured or modified to some extent.

Tests

Experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that these artifacts

could have been efficiently utilized in a culinary technology. It was of ex-

treme importance to duplicate the features and artifacts as found in archae-

ological contexts in effort to restructure the present models.

In the first experiment a pit approximately 18 to 20 inches in diameter

was excavated. It was circular in shape and about twelve inches deep. Soil

samples for the manufacture of clay objects were taken from Shoe Bayou, a

Poverty Point site in Catahoula Parish, and from Natchitoches Parish. These

were predominately clays, although the ones from Shoe Bayou contained some

small midden debris. These soils were wet and no particular treatment was

given to the preparation of the raw clay.

Three forms of clay objects were employed in the first experiment.

These included the biconical plain, biconical grooved, and biscuit-shaped

types. Shaping the biconicals was accomplished by rolling the clay between

the palms in a circular motion. The fingers of each hand were not extended

parallel to each other, but rather; an angle of approximately thirty degrees
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was formed between the two palms.

Biscuit- shaped objects were produced when the hands approached
being parallel or when poor control was maintained during the shaping. The
grooving in the biconical forms was produced by squeezing the object around
the periphery with four fingers of the same hand.

A fire was ignited in the pit and allowed to become quite hot before the
clay balls were placed in the pit. At the time of placement the clay balls were
still wet; no time was taken for the clay to dry. After this, additional wood
was deposited in the pit. This was allowed to burn until it had formed hot coals
(a period of about forty-five minutes).

Three pounds of beef roast and two Irish potatoes were wrapped in al-
uminium foil instead of the organic wrappings that may have been used in ab-
original times. The food was placed in the pit after most of the clay balls had
been removed by using two sticks, one in each hand. Ashes were not swept
out of the oven in accordance with numerous descriptions of earthovens from
Poverty Point sites (Webb, Ford, and Gagliano unpublished manuscript:68-71).

The hot clay balls were replaced in the oven by the use of the two sticks.
The food was then nested between two layers of clay balls intermixed with
ashes and coals. Additional pieces of small limbs were placed over the pit.
Their burning covered the contents with a warm layer of ash. The food was
allowed to cook for one and one-quarter hours and was well done within that
time. Undoubtedly this time could have varied if organic wrappings had been
utilized.

At the completion of this cooking process there existed a scatter of clay
objects primarily to one side of the pit. Accompanying this was a slight scat-
ter of ashes. More clay balls remained in the pit intermixed with ash and some
charcoal. In profile there was some sorting of materials within the pit. Finer
fragments of clay objects, ash, and charcoal were lower in the matrix; larger
particles were generally higher, though there was some admixture.

After the clay objects had cooled, they appeared dark and very fragmen-
tary, not resembling those from aboriginal sites. When cleaned, their exteri-
ors were still dark, whereas their interiors were a light tan and not well fired.
No differentiation was noted between objects manufactured from Shoe Bayou
midden soil and those made of other clays, excepting the slight difference in
texture due to amounts of sand in the latter. Bone fragments did occur in the
objects made from the soil sample from Shoe Bayou in the same frequency rep-
resented in the archaeological sample from the site.

Clay objects having surface grooves were found to be easier to manipulate
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using two sticks. However, several attempts were needed before even the
grooved objects could be handled. This agrees with one of Ford and Webb' s
interpretations concerning the functions of the grooving (1956:44).

A second experimental attempt at reproducing this cooking technology
was made, because the results of the first analysis did not fully reproduce the
paste characteristics within these clay balls as compared to those from ar-
chaeological sites. The same major steps were repeated in the construction
of the pit and in the manufacture of the clay objects. The only differences
were that the clay was from Natchitoches Parish, that it was well kneaded be-
fore shaping, and that the objects were allowed to dry before firing.

Biconical grooved, biconical plain, amorphous, melon-shaped, and cy-
lindrical grooved objects were manufactured. The first two types were formed
in the same manner as previously described. Melon-shaped objects were rolled
between the palms of the hands in a circular motion in much the same manner
as if to roll a ball. A true spheroidal shape was attained and then deformed by
compressing four fingers of the same hand across its surface. Cylindrical
grooved objects were by far the most difficult of the types to duplicate. Only a
few examples were produced that resembled even the poorest example of this
type. These were made by rolling the clay between the palms of the hands in a
back and forth motion. At the same time, the middle fingers were slightly ex-
tended towards one another producing the central groove and the clay was con-
fined with the thumbs and little fingers of both hands.

A portion of these objects were allowed to dry in the sun; an equivalent
number were permitted to dry in the shade. No cracking was noted in the latter
group. However, it did appear in those objects that dried in the sun. This was
apparently due to stress exerted on the objects because of uneven rates of dry-
ing in the sun.

The same processes in firing were observed in the second experiment.
The total firing time, including the period of food preparation, was approxi-
mately an hour and a half. No significant difference between the description of
the pit in the first experiment and the second were noticed.

After removal the clay objects appeared well fired. They were a light
tannish-gray to light orange in color, which differed slightly from the deeper
orange colors in the objects from Poverty Point. The colors are similar to
those artifacts from sites within the Catahoula Phase (Hunter 1972:in press).
The colors ran uniformly through the interiors of each object.

It was hypothesized by the author that these differences could represent
different lengths of firing or indicate numbers of different firings. The lighter
colors could have been simply explained as objects fired once, whereas others
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were repeatedly fired and oxidized to a burnt orange color. These objects did

not fragment nearly as much as did those in the first trial. It appears that

fragmentation was caused by extreme stress brought about by the rapid rates

at which the water was driven out of the wet clays and also because of differ-

ential rates of heating and cooling within the same object.

The second attempt satisfactorily demonstrated that paste characteris-

tics could be duplicated within this class of objects in a technology that is an

efficient mode of food preparation. However, there seems to be no sense in

the inclusion of clay balls in the pit; the ashes and coals themselves would have

sufficient heat to thoroughly cook the food without the use of clay cooking balls.

A modification in the experiments seemed necessary.

A third experimentation and analysis was conducted to see if the clay ob-

jects could be fired repeatedly and to examine differences in the paste between

those objects fired only once compared to those fired more than once. This

attempt was also carried out to see if modification in the model would produce

the same results as in the first attempts. This modification i n the model would

have to incorporate more dependence on clay balls for the transfer of heat,

rather than relying primarily on ashes and coals.

No departure was made from the usual construction procedures in pre-

paring either the pit or the cooking balls. Biconical grooved objects were made

and allowed to dry approximately three hours. Also incorporated into this as-

semblage were objects which had been previously fired in the first and second

experiments.

A flame was ignited in the pit and the clay cooking balls were deposited

in the fire. More wood was added and allowed to burn down (approximately an

hour of firing). At this point, the clay balls were not individually removed

from the ashes and coals. Instead, the entire matrix of the pit was stirred with

a stick causing the smaller particles to settle lower in the pit. Simultaneously,

the clay balls worked their way to the surface. Approximately half the cooking

balls were removed in the usual manner.

No type of wrapping was employed in the third experiment. A small roast

was placed directly on top of the hot clay balls and additional hot objects were

stacked around the meat. Sections of small logs were placed around the edges

of the pit in effort to render additional heat. Within 45 minutes the meat was re-

moved from the pit. It was remarkably free of dirt and ashes, even though no

wrapping was used. The exterior of the meat was somewhat burnt, but the in-

terior was well cooked. The coals beneath the cooking balls were apparently

too hot at the time the food was placed in the oven. More time should have been

allowed for the temperature within the pit to decrease.
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A scatter of clay objects and ashes similar to the two previous experi-
ments was deposited primarily to one side of the earthoven. More clay balls
remained in the pit, yet unlike the preceding attempts, they were deposited
primarily on top of the ashes and coals. A very few objects remained inter-
mixed with the ashes. When viewed in profile, the contents of the pit were well
sorted. The smaller debris was lower in the pit. Larger fragments of char-
coal and the clay balls occupied the upper portions of the pit.

No difference was noticed in the color of the objects fired only once, op-
posed to those fired repeatedly, except in one instance. The objects which
were incompletely fired and dark in color from the first experiment matched
the rest of the assemblage. Also, a slight variation was noticed in several ob-
jects in which ferruginous clay-loams were mixed with the regular clays.
These objects fired a deeper orange than the rest. Variation in color between
these balls and the ones from Poverty Point seems to be a function of differing
mineral content in the clays and not the firing sequence.

Summary and Conclusions

Hypotheses concerning the uses of Poverty Point clay objects have been
cited and systematically critiqued in light of archaeological thought and exca-
vated context. An alternative model involving the clay balls in a particular type
of earthoven technology has been generated in response to the previous data and
this present specific analysis.

The third experiment approaches being the model earthoven. In this case,
the properties of heat conduction are fully exploited. Heat seems to have been
diffused from the ashes and coals to the already hot clay objects (Fig. 2). Stor-
ed heat which is lost to the atmosphere would be replenished through a conduc-
tion principle from objects in contact with the coals. This could confine heat
around the food substance within the cluster of cooking balls, cooking it effi-
ciently without ash or dirt coming into contact. The main difference between
Ford' s model and this one is the heat conduction principle. The former one
concentrates on the stored heat within the clay balls. The present model in-
corporates that property with heat conduction which replenishes lost heat.

The grooving of the clay balls seems to have functioned in at least three
ways. It increased surface area (Ford and Webb 1956:44) which permitted
greater efficiency in conduction and transferral of heat either from the ashes
or other hot cooking balls. The second major function was to allow for ease in
handling the objects (Ford and Webb 1956:44). Thirdly, the grooving made the
stacking of the cooking balls around the food easier. Plain objects tended to
roll off.

Experimental objects and similar artifacts from Poverty Point sites have
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been refired without causing damage to them in any way. It therefore appears

that clay balls could have been re-used as many times as possible. Several

earthovens from archaeological sites contained numerous types of these arti-

facts ranging from one to eight in frequencies of occurrence (Webb, Ford, and

Gagliano unpublished manuscript:68-70). It is not out of the question to suggest

that the Indians periodically gathered these artifacts from abandoned earthoven

areas for re-use. Gathering would be much simpler than manufacturing objects,

especially at the larger sites such as Poverty Point where abundant supplies

were readily at hand. It seems only logical to postulate that these objects were

used repeatedly, as logical as suggesting that Indians re-used pots after each

meal rather than discarding a serviceable vessel and manufacturing a similar

article. The occurrence of whole objects in the midden can be attributed to loss

and discard when an aboriginal family relocated.

The artifact re-use model would account for the many types of clay balls

in a single earthoven. These frequencies have also been attributed to stylistic

preferences of women from different kinship groups who have married into the

same family units (personal communications, Hiram F. Gregory 1972).

No direct evidence has occurred to clarify the types of food which were

prepared in this manner. Grain crops such as amaranthus or maize would have

required the use of incombustible containers. The ceramic nature of the ar-

chaeological complex and the non-association of clay balls with stone vessels

would seem to delete this food source. Freshwater mollusks do not occur in

the middens of sites on the interior drainages. The amounts of shells resulting

from such harvests would drastically alter the Ph factor of these acidic soils

so that preservation would be expected (Ford and Webb 1956:129).

Roots and tubers, as well as nuts, could have been more easily roasted

in the hot ashes of an open fire. Similarly, it would appear easier to roast

meats on a spit over a bed of hot ashes. To explain this technology as a result

of cultural preference seemingly would be an untestable hypothesis. However,

this seems to be the case with the Australian aborigines (Beveridge 1889:32-34

in Ford, Phillips, and Haag 1955:56-57).

Whatever the food substance was, it is now clear that these artifacts re-

ferred to as Poverty Point clay objects could have functioned as a culinary

technique. This method is efficient, and probably served the needs of a large

aboriginal population on the Poverty Point temporal level.
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